Project Safe Haven Hotline Numbers

Project Safe Haven is a collaborative effort by the Los Angeles Mayor’s Fund, Mayor’s Office, and Philanthropic donors to secure safe housing for 900 survivors to provide a way for neighbors who are not safe in their homes due to domestic violence to heed the County Health Order to stay inside and be protected from the spread of Coronavirus.

As we implement more restrictive containment measures, Domestic Violence victims become particularly vulnerable. While we have seen overall calls to law enforcement decline during this time, calls for DV continue to increase. Children being home from school, financial insecurity, isolation, and an inability to utilize normal coping mechanisms due to limited mobility are some of the factors that cause a spike in our DV related crime.

The current DV shelter capacity is full and ‘shelter in place’ orders limit traditional exit options for survivors reducing turnover and limiting intake of new victims. As a result, in Los Angeles County, Domestic Violence Shelter organizations are turning away 90 victims per week due to lack of shelter beds.

*If you have a client in need of services please ask them to call on of the below hotlines for an assessment & possible placement.*

*Agencies with the ability to place beginning April 27th, 2020.*

**SouthBay/ South Los Angeles:**  
Jenesse Center: 1-800-479-7328  
Rainbow Services: 310- 547-9343  
Su Casa: 562-402-4888  
Coalition to Abolish Slavery & Trafficking: 888-539-2373

**Los Angeles Metro Area:**  
East LA Women’s Center: 800- 585- 6231  
Peace Over Violence: 310-281-2822
**Hollywood:**
Strength United: 818-886-0453 or 661-253-0258
Center for the Pacific Asian Family: 1-800-339-3940
Peace Over Violence: 310-281-2822
Sojourn: 310-264-6644

**San Fernando Valley:**
Haven Hills: 818-887-6589
Strength United: 818-886-0453 or 661-253-0258